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Fascinating tales of our interactions with nature, from the author of Sunday
Times bestseller, Extraordinary Insects.
Millions of species give us food, medicine and a habitable environment.In
characteristically engaging prose, Anne Sverdrup-Thygeson takes
us out into the rainforests, where orchid bees make perfume and pollinate the
nuts you crack at Christmas; beneath the cool shade of great trees on city
streets that reduce the need for air-cooling systems. We read about trees in
ancient woodland that provide us with cancer medicines and the kingfisher
that inspired the design of bullet trains. But we also discover how our
behaviour can place all this in jeopardy, because our capacity to exploit nature
also risks undermining the basis for our very existence. What we are seeing
today is a biodiversity crisis in which species are threatened and habitats
vanishing - a situation just as acute and serious as the climate crisis.
Most sold non-fiction title in Norway in August 2020.
Full English manuscript available

Anne Sverdrup-Thygeson is a
professor at the Norwegian
University of Life Sciences (NMBU)
in Ås, Norway, as well as a scientific
advisor for The Norwegian Institute
for Nature Research NINA. She has
a Doctorate degree in conservation
biology and lectures on nature
management and forest biodiversity.
Her research focuses on insect
ecology. In addition she has studied
history and is interested in outreach
activities, runs a science blog and is
a regular guest on the popular
science radio programme EKKO -Abel's Tower on NRK P2.
Other titles
The Sloth and the Sloth Moth ( 2020)
Beetles, bugs and butterflies (2019)
Terra Insecta. The little ones that make the
world go ‘round (2018)

"Book presentation on
YouTube":https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s08eShPCk5I
"Author presentation on
YouTube":https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g3be9TqKAso
Foreign rights
Harper Collins, UK & BCW
Volante, Sweden
De Bezige Bij, Netherlands
Znak, Poland
Danchu, Korea
SC Publica, Romania
Bazar, Finland
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Azoth, Taiwan
Add, Italy
Read Books, Vietnam
Golden Rose, China
Koç Universitesi, Turkey
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